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Results:We performed STRT RNA sequencing on 10 ng samples of total RNA from three different sample types: i)
epidermal tissue (split-thickness skin grafts), ii) cultured primary KCs, and iii) HaCaT cell line. We observed significant
variation in cellular polyA+ RNA content between tissue and cell culture samples of KCs. The use of synthetic RNAs
and SAMstrt in normalization enabled comparison of gene expression levels in the highly heterogenous samples
and facilitated discovery of differences between the tissue samples and cultured cells. The transcriptome analysis
sensitively revealed genes involved in KC differentiation in skin grafts and cell cycle regulation related genes in
cultured KCs and emphasized the fluctuation of transcription factors and non-coding RNAs associated to sample types.
Conclusions:The epidermal keratinocytes derived from tissue and cell culture samples showed highly different polyA+
RNA contents. The use of SAMstrt and synthetic RNA based normalization allowed the comparison between tissue and
cell culture samples and thus proved to be valuable tools for RNA-seq analysis with translational approach. Transciptomics
revealed clear difference both between tissue and cell culture samples and between primary KCs and immortalized
HaCaT cells.

Background
Skin is a multi-layered tissue that is composed of con-
tinuously renewing epidermis� with keratinocytes (KCs)
as a predominant cell type� and underlying dermis pop-
ulated mostly by fibroblasts. The life span of epidermal
keratinocytes is controlled by two alternative pathways:
differentiation as their normal function or activation as
an altered function in wound healing or skin diseases [1].
Epidermal KCs residing in the basal layer of the epidermis

differentiate through multiple layers and finally shed as
cornified dead cells from the skin surface [2, 3].

The relatively noninvasive sampling together with the
methods that allow culturing of pure KCs have greatly
facilitated research on skin and KCs. In cell culture, KCs
are uncoupled from their tissue environment that natur-
ally provides a network of homeostatic control signals;
they are induced to either retain an active proliferative
state or to differentiate. However, the prolonged KC cul-
turing leads to the induction of cellular senescence [4] and
therefore not only primary KCs but also immortalized KC
lines, such as HaCaT (a spontaneously immortalized cell
line) [5], have been widely studied to understand various
normal and altered functions of the skin. HaCaT cells rep-
resent a highly popular model system since despite some
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